In this paper we propose the macroblock scaling (MBS) algorithm, which can be applied to various CNN architectures to reduce their model size. MBS adaptively reduces each CNN macroblock depending on its information redundancy measured by our proposed effective flops. Empirical studies conducted with ImageNet and CIFAR-10 attest that MBS can reduce the model size of some already compact CNN models, e.g., MobileNetV2 (25.03% further reduction) and ShuffleNet (20.74%), and even ultra-deep ones such as and ResNet-1202 (72.71%) with negligible accuracy degradation. MBS also performs better reduction at a much lower cost than the state-of-theart optimization-based methods do. MBS's simplicity and efficiency, its flexibility to work with any CNN model, and its scalability to work with models of any depth make it an attractive choice for CNN model size reduction.
Introduction
CNN models have been widely used by image-based applications, thanks to the breakthrough performance of AlexNet [15] . However, a very deep and wide CNN model consists of many parameters, and as a result, the trained model may demand a large amount of DRAM and a large number of multiplications to perform a prediction. Such high resource and computation requirements lead to latency, heat, and power consumption problems, which are suboptimal for edge devices such as mobile phones and IoTs [25] . Therefore, reducing CNN model size is essential for improving resource utilization and conserving energy.
Several CNN model reduction algorithms have recently been proposed [25] . These algorithms can be divided into two categories: micro-level (performing reduction/quantization inside a filter) and macro-level reduction (removing redundant filters). These two categories are complement to each other. (More details are presented in the related work section.) We focus our study in this paper on macro-level reduction. For lucid exposition, we establish an essential concept that removing redundant filters are also referred as removing redundant channels since each filter outputs a corresponding channel in a CNN model [10] .
There are two categories of macro-level reduction: optimization based and channel-scaling based. Each category has multiple methods and algorithms. The optimizationbased category typically estimates the filter importance by formulating an optimization problem with the adopted criteria (e.g., filter weight magnitude). Removing a filter (or a channel, which is formally defined in Section 3) will affect both the former and latter layers. The filter pruning step of the optimization-based method must take into account the inter-connected structures between CNN layers. Therefore, a CNN model such as DenseNet [11] and ShuffleNet [31] with more complex inter-connected structures may prevent the optimization-based approach from being effective.
The channel-scaling based category uses an α-scalar to reduce channel width. For instance, MobileNet [10] uses the same α-scaler to prune the widths of all channels. Applying the same α-scaler to all convolutional layers without considering each information density is a coarse-grained method. A fine-grained method that finds the optimal αscalar for each convolutional layer should be ideal. However, the increasingly complicated inter-layer connection structures of CNN models forbid fine-grained scaling to be computationally feasible.
To address the shortcomings of the current modelcompaction methods, we propose macroblock scaling (MBS). A macroblock consists of a number of convolution layers that exhibit similar characteristics, such as having the same resolution or being a segment of convolution layers with customized inter-connects. Having macroblock as a structure abstraction provides the flexibility for MBS to inter-operate with virtually any CNN models of various structures, and also permits channel-scaling to be performed in a "finer"-grained manner. To quantify information density for each macroblock so as to determine an effective macroblock-dependent scalar, MBS uses effective flops to measure each macroblock's information density. (We define effective flops to be the number of convolution flops required for the activated non-zero ReLU outputs.) Experimental results show that the reduction MBS can achieve is more significant than those achieved by all prior schemes.
Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
• MBS employs macroblock to address the issues that both coarse-grained and fine-grained scaling cannot deal with, and hence allows channel-scaling to be performed with any CNN models.
• MBS proposes using an effective and efficient measure, effective flops, to quantify information density to decide macroblock-dependent scaling factors. As shown in the algorithm section, the complexity of MBS is linear with respect to the number of training instances times the number of parameters, which is more efficient than the optimization-based methods [16, 30] .
• Extensive empirical studies on two representative datasets and various well-known CNN models (e.g., MobileNet, ShuffleNet, ResNet, and DenseNet) demonstrate that MBS outperforms all state-of-the-art model-reduction methods in reduction size while preserving the same level of prediction accuracy. Due to its simple and effective nature, MBS remains to be effective even with ultra-deep CNNs like ResNet-101 on ImageNet (51.67% reduction) and ResNet-1202 on CIFAR-10 (72.71% reduction).
The remaining parts of this paper are organized into three main sections. The Related Work section highlights some previous efforts of reducing CNN models. The Method section explains our proposed MBS algorithm. The Experiment section shows the encouraging results of applying MBS on various CNN models.
Related Work
We review related work in two parts. We first review key CNN properties relevant to the inception of MBS and then review some representative model-reduction methods.
Relevant CNN Properties
There are research works [4, 27, 29] integrating the early stop (or early exit) mechanism of the initial CNN layers in order to speed up the inference process. This phenomenon demonstrates that the outcome of a CNN model at early stages can be adequate for predicting an image label with high confidence. This result provides supporting evidence for us to group convolution layers into two types: former convolution layers (near to the input image) as the base layers, and latter convolution layers (close to the label output) as the enhancement layers. The early stop mechanism motivates that the information density in the enhancement layers should be lower than that in the base layers, and therefore, more opportunities exist in the enhancement layers to reduce model size.
Reduction Methods of CNN Models
As mentioned in the introduction that model reduction can be divided into micro-level and macro-level approaches. Binary approximation of a CNN filter is one important direction for micro-level model reduction [2, 12, 17, 23] . Maintaining prediction accuracy of a binary CNN is a challenging issue [26] . The sparse convolution modules [1, 3, 13, 18, 28] or deep compression [6] usually introduce irregular structures. However, these micro-level model reduction methods with irregular structures often require special hardware for acceleration [5] .
The macro-level model reduction approach removes irrelevant filters and maintains the existing structures of CNNs [7, 9, 16, 20] . The methods of this reduction approach estimate the filter importance by formulating an optimization problem based on some adopted criteria (e.g., the filter weight magnitudes or the filter responses).
The research work of [30] addresses the filter importance issue by formulating the problem into binary integer programming with the aid of feature ranking [24] , which achieves the state-of-the-art result. For an n-convolutionlayer model with n p parameters and N training images, the complexity of acquiring the CNN outputs is O(n p × N ). The complexity of the feature ranking step is O(N 2.37 ) [24] . In addition to the preprocessing step, the binary integer programming is an NP-hard problem. The detail complexity is not specified in [30] . In general, a good approximate solution for n p variables still requires high computational complexity (e.g., O(n 3.5 p ) by linear programming [14] ). In contrast, MBS enjoys low complexity that is O(n p ×N ) in computing information density and O(M ×n) in computing the scaling factors for a CNN with n convolution layers and M macroblocks, which is detailed in the next section.
In a sense, some model reduction methods belonging to network pruning are related to the topic of architecture search. Our proposed MBS also falls into this type. Treating network pruning as architecture search only requires a one-pass training, but the search space is restricted to all sub-networks inside a large network [21] . By contrast, full architecture search such as DARTS [19] considers more options, e.g., activation functions or different layer orders, and usually pays the cost of requiring more passes to find the goal architecture. Thus, applying architecture search on large datasets like ImageNet directly demands considerable computation cost.
MBS Algorithm
This section presents our proposed macroblock scaling (MBS) algorithm for reducing an already trained CNN model. We first define key terms including channel, filter, channel scaling, macroblock, and the parameters used Enhancement Layers: C 9 , C 10 , C 11 RF(c 8 ) = 36 RF(c 7 ) = 26 Figure 1 . An example CNN model contains three CNN macroblocks for the CIFAR image (32 × 32 pixels). Each macroblock m i consists of the convolution layers whose output feature maps are of the same size (i.e., same width and height). Besides, k size j = 3 ∀j. by MBS. We then explain how MBS computes information density, and how that information is used by MBS to reduce model size. Finally, we analyze computational complexity of MBS and compare its efficiency with competing modelcompaction algorithms.
Let us use image applications to explain a CNN pipeline. A typical CNN pipeline accepts N training images as input. These N training instances are of the same height and width. To simplify our notation, we assume all input images are in the square form with the same resolution L × L. A CNN model is composed of multiple convolution layers. The input to a convolution layer is a set of input tensors (or input activations), each of which is called a channel [25] . Each layer generates a successively high-level abstraction of the input tensors, call a output tensor or feature map.
More specifically, the j th convolution layer c j , j = 0, . . . , n − 1, takes s size j × s size j × c width j input tensor and produces s size j+1 × s size j+1 × c width j+1 output tensor, where s size is the spatial size of input or output tensors, and c width is the input/output channel width (i.e., number of channels). Particularly, s size 0 is equal to L. Let k size j denote the spatial size of the square kernel of c j , the required number of parameters of c j can be written as
MBS groups convolution layers into macroblocks. A macroblock consists of the convolution layers whose output tensors (feature maps) are of the same size. We use M to denote the number of macroblocks in a CNN model. Figure  1 depicts an example CNN model with M = 3. The size of output tensors is down-sampled by the pooling layers with stride size 2. Hence, macroblock m i is defined as
Operation scaling reduces channel width. Intuitively, MBS would like to prune channels that cannot provide positive contributions to accurate prediction. For instance, Mo-bileNet [10] scales down all channel widths by a constant ratio 0 < α < 1, or we call this baseline scheme α-scaling. MobileNet uses the same α value for all convolution layers. However, an effective channel-scaling scheme should estimate the best scaling ratio for each convolution layer based on its information density But quantifying and determining the scaling ratio for each convolution layer disturbs the designs of CNN models. To preserve the design structure of an original CNN model, MBS performs reduction at the macroblock level instead of at the convolution-layer level. For some CNN models that have convolution layers connected into a complex structure, MBS treats an entire such segment as a macroblock to preserve its design. Our macroblock approach, as its name suggests, does not deal with detailed inter-layer connection structure. The macroblock abstraction thus makes model reduction simple and adaptive.
Grouping Convolution Layers by Receptive Fields
An effective CNN model requires a sufficient number of convolution layers to capture good representations from input data. However, as the number of the convolution layers grows beyond a threshold, the additional benefit in improving prediction accuracy can diminish. One may argue that the former convolution layers may learn low-level representations such as edges and contours, whereas latter layers high-level semantics. As we will demonstrate shortly, the latter layers may cover receptive fields that are larger than the input images, and their learned information may not contribute to class prediction. The effective receptive field in CNN is the region of the input image that affects a particular neuron of the network [22] . Figure 2 shows an example, where a neuron of a former convolution layer covers a region inside the input image, whereas a neuron of a latter layer may cover a region larger than the input image. Hence, we categorize convolution layers into two types, base layers and enhancement layers, which are defined as follows:
• Base convolution layers: The former convolution layers (near to the input) of a CNN model learn essential representations from the training data. Though representations captured in the base layers could be redundant, they are fundamental for class prediction.
• Enhancement convolution layers: The latter convolution layers may cover receptive fields larger than the input areas 1 . Therefore, opportunities are available for channel pruning to remove redundant information.
Now, we define a function RF(c j ) to compute the receptive field size of layer c j . For simplicity, assume that the receptive field region of filter c j is RF(c j ) × RF(c j ). The possible set of values of RF(c j ) is discrete, which is determined by the configuration of the kernel size and the stride step of a CNN model. For lucid exposition, we define z RF to characterize the minimum receptive field boundary that is greater than a given value z as follows:
We use this boundary z RF to divide base convolution layers and enhancement convolution layers in a CNN pipeline. Revisit macroblocks in Figure 1 . Convolution layer c 9 belonging to macroblock m 2 is the first enhancement layer, where its receptive field is larger than the receptive field boundary z = 32 RF = 36. We estimate information redundancy of each macroblock m i by measuring the information density ratio contributed by the enhancement layers.
We can determine the base layers of a CNN by setting the value of z. As we have previously explained, the area beyond and at the boundary of an image contains less useful information. Thus, setting z = L is reasonable to separate those layers that can contribute more to class prediction from the other layers. A macroblock can contain base layers only, enhancement layers only, or a mixture of the two.
Information Density Estimation within Macroblocks by Effective Flops
MBS uses convolution FLOP to estimate information density. A FLOP (denoted by the lowercase "flop" in the remainder of the paper) is a multiply-and-add operation in convolution. The more frequently that ReLU outputs a zero value means that the less information that convolution layer contains. Therefore, only those flops that can produce a non-zero ReLU output are considered to be effective.
A neuron on a convolution layer covers a region, i.e., receptive field of the input image. The physical meaning of effective flops represents effective feature matchings on the input image whose the feature pattern size is the same as that of the receptive fields. Since effective flops quantify the effective feature matchings of CNN models for a given image, it plays the key role in estimating information density. Figure 3 shows the computation of the effective flops of a convolution layer. Let e c j denote effective flops of layer c j , and p j represent the non-zero probability of its ReLU output. We can define e c j as
To evaluate information density of macroblock m i , we tally the total effective flops from the beginning of the CNN pipeline to the end of macroblock m i . We can write the sum of the effective flops as
Next, we compute the effective flops in the base layers or those flops taking place within the receptive field as
where the base layers have the maximum receptive field size z RF . Based on the total flops E total (m i ) and base flops E base (m i ), we define the difference between the two as the enhancement flops, which is denoted as E enchancement (m i ) and can be written as E total (m i ) − E base (m i ). The redundancy ratio r i of macroblock m i is then defined as the total enhancement flops over the total flops, or
We estimate the channel-scaling factor for each macroblock m i based on this derived redundancy r i , which is illustrated in the next subsection. • v I j /*The j th ReLU output tensor of F n (I) BEGIN 1: for j = 0, · · · , n − 1 do 2:
for i = 0, · · · , N − 1 do 3: for j = 0, · · · , n − 1 do 12: if c j ∈ {m 0 , · · · , m i } then if E total (m i ) > E base (m i ) then 20: 
Channel-Scaling Factor Estimation
We define the relation between the original channel width c width m i of macroblock m i and the compact channel width c width c m i after the reduction process, which is depicted as
If there is no redundancy in macroblock m i (i.e., r i = 0), the original channel c width m i is equal to the compact channel width c width c m i . Therefore, the channel width multiplier β i for the macroblock m i is
where this estimation makes β i > 0.5 since r i < 1 according to Eq. (7) . The lower bound of the channel-scaling factor β i is in accordance with the observation made by Mo-bileNet [10] that a scaling factor that is less than 0.5 can introduce noticeable distortion. Algorithm 1 presents our MBS algorithm, which estimates the scaling factor β i for each macroblock m i and derives the compact channel width c width c m i . The MBS algorithm takes the pre-trained model F n () with n convolution layers and N training images as input. The convolution results of the pre-trained model F n () for the training images are utilized for estimating the scaling factors. The inner loop from steps 2 to 4 collects non-zero statistics of the ReLU outputs p j . The steps after the inner loop (steps 5 and 6) take an average over N training instances, and then derive the effective flop for each convolution layer c j .
The macroblock process starts from step 8. The total and base effective flops for each macroblock are initialized in steps 9 and 10, respectively. The MBS algorithm first tallies the total and base effective flops for each macroblock (steps 11 to 18). Afterwards, MBS computes the redundant ratio r i for macroblock m i (steps 19 to 24). The scaling factor β i is derived from redundancy ratio r i in step 20. After β i has been computed, MBS estimates the compact channel width c width c m i for each macroblock m i in step 25. After Algorithm 1 outputs the new set of channel widths, the CNN is retrained with the new channel setting to generate a more compact model F n (). Instead of fine-tuning, the reason why we retrain the model with the new channel setting is that fine-tuning the amended model with inherited weights is no better than training it from scratch, which is consistent with the observation in [21] . In the experimental section, we will evaluate the effectiveness of MBS by examining the performance (prediction accuracy and model-size reduction) achieved by F n () over F n ().
The pre-trained model F n () has n convolution layers with n p parameters and N training images. The required complexity of MBS consists of two parts: the non-zero statistics p j collection (from steps 1 to 7) and the redundancy r i estimation (from steps 8 to 26). In the first part, we collect p j by inferencing the N training images, which the statement in step 3 can be absorbed into the forward pass of the pre-trained model. Hence, the computational complexity is O(n p × N ). The second part traverses all the convolution layers of the pre-trained model for deriving the compact model. The complexity of the second part is O(M × n) since we have already derived each e c j from the first part. The wall-clock time of the first part usually takes 50 minutes on a PC with NVIDIA 1080-Ti for pretrained MobileNet on ImageNet. Notice that we only have to conduct the first part once for each pre-trained model. The wall-clock time of the second part is negligible, which is less than one second on the same PC.
Experiments
We applied MBS to various CNNs on CIFAR-10 and Im-ageNet to evaluate its effectiveness in model reduction. Our experiments aim to answer three main questions: 
Results on CIFAR-10 Dataset
CIFAR-10 consists of 50k training images and 10k testing images of 10 classes. We follow the training settings in [11] : batch size is 128, weight decay is 10 −4 , and learning rate is set to 0.1 initially and divided by 10 at the 50% and 75% of the total training epochs, respectively.
Accuracy and Reduction Tradeoff on ResNet
We evaluated the effect of setting different receptive field size threshold z on prediction accuracy on CIFAR-10 with ResNet. The threshold z is set to z = k × L, which k ranges from 1.4 to 0.6 with step size 0.2 (from the leftmost point to the rightmost point for each line in Figure 4(a) ). Figure 4(a) shows two results. The x-axis depicts model reduction ratio from low to high, and the y-axis prediction accuracy. We first observe that on all ResNet models (ResNet-20, 32, 44, 56, and 110) , the more number of enhancement layers (i.e., MBS employing smaller z value, see the five z values on each line from large on the left to small on the right), the better the model reduction ratio. Second, the tradeoff between model reduction and prediction accuracy exhibits in all ResNet models, as expected. Figure 4(b) provides an application designer a handbook to guide selecting the receptive field setting that can fulfill the design goal. If accuracy out-weights model size, a larger k is desirable (i.e., fewer enhancement layers). If model size is the primary concern for power-conservation and frame-rate improvement (e.g., video analysis requiring 30 fps), then the designer can select a smaller k. For instance, on ResNet-32, the bitrate of k = 0.6 is 200 KB, but the bitrate of k = 1.4 is 300 KB. From the figure ResNet-56 seems to be a better choice than ResNet-110, since given the same accuracy requirement, ResNet-56 always enjoys a much lower bitrate than ResNet-110. We also compared MBS with the naive α-scaling method used by ResNet. The α-scaling multiplies the entire model with the same scaling factor α, whereas MBS adaptively sets the scaling factor by the information density of each macroblock. Figure 5 plots the range of α from 0.6 to 0.9 with step size 0.1. Under the condition of having the similar resultant model size, MBS outperforms α-scaling in prediction accuracy on four model sizes.
MBS vs. Other Reduction Schemes

ImageNet Dataset
ImageNet consists of 1.28 million training images and 50k images for the 1, 000 class validation. We trained all models (except for DenseNet, explained next) by 90 epochs with batch size set as 256. The learning rate is initially set to Figure 5 . The x-axis denotes the model size and the y-axis represents the prediction accuracy. The α-scaling sets the α value ranges from 0.6 to 0.9 with step size 0.1. The proposed algorithm compares the performance with similar model size.
0.1 and divided by 10 at epochs 30 and 60, respectively. For DenseNet, we trained its model by 100 epochs with batch size 128 and divided the learning rate by 10 at epochs 90 as suggested in [11] . The data augmentation follows the Ima-geNet script of PyTorch, which is the same as ResNet [8] .
The weight decay is 10 −4 for the CNNs with standard convolution (e.g., ResNet and DenseNet). The CNNs with depth-wise separable convolution (e.g., ShuffleNet and Mo-bileNet) set the weigh decay to 4 × 10 −5 according to the training configurations as suggested in ShuffleNet [31] . [11] ), which has bottleneck modules and transition layers already highly compressed by 50%. MBS still can achieve additional 24.31% model reduction with negligible accuracy loss.
Results of CNNs with Standard Convolution
To exhaustively compare with all prior works, we also conducted experiments with ResNet-34. We divided the learning rate by 10 at epoch 90 and trained the reduced ResNet-34 with additional 10 epochs as a simplified finetune process. The state-of-the-art method NISP-34-B did not specify its computation complexity in [30] . However, additional preprocessing steps are required to derive the filter's importance. For a model with n p parameters and N training images, these preprocessing steps require O(n p × N ) to acquire the CNN outputs and sort the features with O(N 2.37 ) [24] . Table 3 shows that MBS slightly outperforms NISP-34-B on ResNet-34 (by 0.8% at the same accuracy level) and the complexity is only O(n p × N ).
Results of CNNs with Depth-wise Convolution
We applied MBS to two CNN models with depth-wise convolution structures, ShuffleNet and MobileNet. The depthwise convolution structure already reduces CNN model size significantly. Table 4 shows that MBS can further reduce these highly compact models. On ShuffleNet, MBS reduces the model size by additional 20.74% with negligible distortion. The depth-wise convolution and the unique shuffling operation of ShuffleNet would increase the difficulty of the objective function formulation for the optimization-based methods. On the contrary, MBS can simply estimate the channel-scaling factor for each CNN macroblock and perform model reduction.
We also evaluated MBS with MobileNet at different input image resolutions. Table 4 shows that MBS achieves 17.26% and 25.77% reduction on L = 224 and L = 192, respectively. Notice that when we set z = L, the prediction accuracy of MobileNet-192 improves slightly. This result suggests a possible smaller threshold value of z for Mo-bileNet. Hence, we applied a slightly more aggressive setting of z = 0.8 × L, which achieved a 25.77% model-size reduction. Furthermore, our method is also applicable to the state-of-the-art compact CNN, MobileNetV2 2 , and achieves 25.03% reduction with negligible distortion.
Conclusion
We proposed a novel method to estimate the channelscaling factor for each CNN macroblock. Our proposed MBS algorithm reduces model size guided by an information density surrogate without significantly degrading classprediction accuracy. MBS is flexible in that it can work with various CNN models (e.g., ResNet, DenseNet, Shuf-fleNet and MobileNet), and is also scalable in its ability to work with ultra deep and highly compact CNN models (e.g., ResNet-1202). MBS outperforms all recently proposed methods to reduce model size at low computation complexity. With an adjustable receptive field parameter, an application designer can determine a proper tradeoff between prediction accuracy and model size (implying DRAM size and power consumption) by looking up a tradeoff table similar to the table presented in Figure 4 .
